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The first person shooter game Destiny comes out with a second game, Destiny 2 which 

was released on September 6 from the developers Bungie, Vicarious Visions, and High Moon 

Studios. The game includes many new features and is available on several different game 

consoles. Destiny 2 has also received a lot of hype from players of the previous game. 

The multiplayer RPG (role-playing game) follows an interstellar journey of the civilians  

Last City that is taken over by Ghaul, the commander of the Red Legion. Your goal as a player is 

to search the galaxy for new ammunition and heroes to help fight the evil force out of the lands. 

The new game includes an in-game map which helps gamers travel between destinations faster, 

and it introduces new subclasses for your avatar. With Warlocks, Hunter and Titans there are 

now Sentinel Titan, Dawnblade Warlock, and Arcstider Hunter. Gamers can also create two 

more characters to have a character from each of the classes.  In an interview with the developers 

of the game with Metro they stated “First and foremost, for us, we view Destiny as an action 

game. So there are absolutely the elements of creating your guardian and getting stronger and 

getting better gear, and leveling up to be able to tackle bigger challenges.”  A very anticipated 

part of the game is the raids, which developers are keeping a secret from the public for now. 

Your allies in this game are The Vanguard who sell weapons to different classes and is lead by 

the character Cayde 6. The new story gives more attention on exploring the planets and 

interactions with nonplayer characters on the planets. 

The narrative of the game was also updated. Scripps Ranch High School student Lane 

Noblet (10) stated this about the new story: “The biggest thing about the new game is the story 

line. This time it has actual character development, while in the original it felt like Cayde-6 was 

the only developed character.”  Students of our school seem excited to try out the new video 
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game for themselves. “I haven’t played in a long time, but the new Destiny game looks great!” 

Says sophomore Orihah Allre. “I love the new Destiny game! The graphics are amazing, and the 

controls are so smooth. I would recommend this to other gamers.” Stated sophomore Danielle 

Mather. Another new update is with the shader which changes a player’s armor and color scheme 

which in the original game can be used multiple times. In the new updated game, shaders are 

one-time use items. Bungie plans on giving post-release content quicker than with the original 

Destiny because of the back-lash for not having enough content post-launch. 

With the PC version coming out on October 24, 2017, the new controls have been 

updated for easier play. WCCFTech tells us about the updates in the PC version: “Multi-monitor 

support, Ultrawide, and arbitrary resolutions support, multi-GPU and HDR support, unlocked 

frame rate up to 200FPS, customizable Field of View from 55 to 105 degrees, customizable key 

mapping and more.” Sony will be releasing timed exclusive content for Destiny 2 which not only 

affects Xbox players but those on PC. The developers also plan to add high dynamic range or 

HDR support to Destiny 2 sometime after launch. 

  With the release of the science fiction game Destiny 2 on September 6, players of the 

old game will have new story lines and easier game play. The game developers at Bungie have 

renewed their gaming experience with new stories, new weapons, and more customization 

options. You can play on the PlayStation 4, Xbox One, or on Microsoft windows which comes 

out in late October. 

 

 


